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Select One

FICTION

Craft

GENRE: Select One

Does the author use good
writing skills: strong voice,
good word choice, accurate
descriptions, interesting
dialogue and effective
imagery?

COMMENTS

Yes

NONFICTION
Are text & illustrations
Organization organized clearly? Do they
facilitate understanding &
engagement?

Accuracy

Are the information &
illustrations accurate? Are
resources cited?

Authority

Does the author/illustrator
have background or
credentials that qualify
them to write this book?

Yes

Yes

Yes

The story is told warmly about Benny Benson's experience at a mission school,
it is thoughtful and engaging. The illustrations are rich acrylic paintings chock full
of details about Benny's teenage environment and dreams of the future

The book concludes with the words "This is a true story," however there is no
cited work or author's note about where the information was gathered.

The author lives in Connecticut. There is limited information about her
credentials
The illustrator is from Juneau, Alaska and may draw from his life experience.
The illustrations of the children's entries in the flag contest are based on those
found in the Alaska State Historical Library.

PICTURE BOOKS OR ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

Artistry

Are the illustrations
skillfully rendered? Do
they complement &
extend the text?

Yes

The illustrations are masterful and engaging. They do a wonderful job
complementing the text in describing 1950's Alaska.

Are illustrations engaging? Is

Visual Appeal the design appealing?

Yes
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CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS

Do text & illustrations

SELECT ONE

Yes

Inclusiveness address racial, cultural,

COMMENTS

There is mention that the contest for flag design was statewide, therefore many
children who were non-Native also submitted designs, yet Benny's won. This alludes
to cultural equality for children of Alaska Native descent.

and gender equality?

Cultural
Awareness

Attribution

Does the book promote
cultural awareness?

Are appropriate
attributions made to the
source of the story, if
applicable?

Yes

The book gives a glimpse into the culture of orphans in a mission home. Many young
readers may gain insight from this aspect.

No

Is controversy associated No

Cultural
with this book? (Notes
Acceptance please)

INDICATORS OF EXCELLENCE

SELECT ONE

Audience

Are text & illustrations
appropriate for intended
age group & audience?

Kid Factor

Will young people want to Yes
read or listen to this story?

Does the book stimulate

Yes

Yes

COMMENTS

Yes, they illustrate beautiful childhood activities which many children can relate to,
such as swimming, fishing, ice hockey, school, and friendship.

The description of Benny's inspiration for his flag design may encourage young
artists to find inspiration in nature

Engagement imagination, critical
thinking, curiosity?

Educational
value? Does it enhance
Relevance curriculum?

Does this book have

Yes

Is the book in print or
available from libraries?

Yes

Timeliness

Has the Book won any
awards?

No

Awards

This book would work well with curriculum surrounding the history of Alaska
Statehood and how young people can have an influence on large matters.
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Benny Benson draws on his favorite aspects of Alaska as inspiration for his winning design for the Alaska State Flag.

One Sentence
Summary

An Aleut boy who lives in an Alaskan mission home is entered into a statewide contest with children throughout Alaska to
design the state flag. He dreams of becoming a fisherman and loves the wide open natural beauty his state holds. His
design of a field of blue for the wide sky and forget-me-not flowers, the North Star symbolizing Alaska's future statehood,
and Ursa Major-bear of strength, wins the contest. Benny is proud and admired by his classmates. Beautifully illustrated
in acrylic paintings that bring the reader on a journey to his playful boyhood in his adventurous homeland.

Comments, Notes,
Annotations

Additional Awards & Other Reviews:
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